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Abstract

While the potential of mobile information visualisation is widely
recognized, there is still relatively little research in this area and few
practical guidelines for the design of mobile information visualisa-
tion interfaces. Indeed, it would appear that there is still a general
feeling in the interface design community that mobile visualisation
should be limited to simple operations and small scale data. Infor-
mation visualisation research has concentrated thus far on desktop
PCs and larger displays while interfaces for more compact mobile
device have been neglected. This is in spite of the increasing pop-
ularity and widespread use of smart-phones and other new mobile
technologies. In this paper we address this issue by developing a
set of low-level interface design guidelines for mobile information
visualisation development. This is done by considering a basic set
of interactions and relating these to mobile device limitations. Our
results suggest that the mindful application of existing information
visualisation techniques can overcome many mobile device limi-
tations and that proper implementation of interaction mechanisms
and animated view transitions are key to effective mobile informa-
tion visualisation. This is illustrated with case studies looking at
a coordinated map and timeline interface for geo-temporal data, a
distorted scatter-plot, and a space filling hierarchy view.

CR Categories: H.5.2 [INFORMATION INTERFACES AND
PRESENTATION]: User Interfaces—Graphical user interfaces
(GUI)

Keywords: information visualisation, mobile visualisation, ani-
mation

1 Introduction

The beginning of the 21st century has been marked by the prolifera-
tion of increasingly powerful mobile computing devices. Following
on from the laptops, palm-pcs and mobile phones of the 80s and
90s, we now have smartphones, tablets, notebook computers and,
more recently, smartwatches and augmented reality glasses. There
are currently over 2.23 billion mobile phone users and over 1.75 bil-
lion smartphone users worldwide meaning that a remarkable 31%
of the global population now own a mobile phone and around 25%
already have a smartphone [Lee and Lee 2014]. These numbers are
expected to rise in the near future and mobile devices are set to play
an even bigger role in our daily lives with the advent of the internet-
of-things [Weber and Weber 2010; Sun et al. 2014] which looks to
connect a growing number of electronic devices via the internet.

A parallel trend has been the rise of big data [Chen et al. 2014]
where we are now able to record and collate massive amounts of
information related to things like personal activity, biology, social
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trends, the economy, environmental conditions and the weather.
This explosion in the quantity and availability of data has massive
potential to enhance our lives by helping us improve things like
our fitness, health, personal interactions, management of resources
and business activities. We do however need to consider that the
utility of the data only goes as far as our ability to use it properly
[Chen and Zhang 2014]. This depends on how well interface de-
signers cater for human factors and make use of information from
field such as human-computer interaction, interaction design and
information visualisation [Card et al. 1991; Card et al. 1999] that
work to reinforce our natural cognitive processes in order to make
data accessible and comprehensible. The big data is useless unless
we actually have some way to work with it, understand it and, most
importantly, think with it.

Information visualisations are interactive representations of abstract
data (i.e. data without an intrinsic spatial quality) that can be used
to amplify cognition by allowing users to browse, explore or oth-
erwise interact with that data [Card et al. 1999]. In other words,
information visualisations help us to think using data. Classic ex-
amples are an interactive map used to help find a property [Shnei-
derman 1994] or an interactive scatterplot used to explore film re-
leases [Ahlberg and Shneiderman 1994]. And information visuali-
sation techniques have been found to be particularly useful for the
analysis of large-scale data and complex data in areas such as gene
expression analysis and financial data analysis. Indeed, this push
towards larger scale data and more complex data analysis is a pos-
sible reason why information visualisation research has focused on
larger displays, since larger displays are inherently more suitable
for larger datasets.

Despite the recognized importance of interaction to information vi-
sualisation and the opportunity of more natural interaction offered
by mobile devices [Lee et al. 2012], relatively little work has been
done to develop information visualisation interfaces for mobile de-
vices or indeed understand how we can better design information
visualisation for mobile devices. This lack of active research in this
area can no-doubt be attributed, at least in-part, to the attitude that
displays for information visualisation should be as large as possible
[Harrison 2010] and the perception that there is essentially a pro-
portional relationship between the amount of information that can
be displayed in an interface, or at least an interface that is com-
fortable to use, and the dimensions of the display space. This leads
some authors to conclude that a smaller display can only be used ef-
fectively for aggregates and overviews of the data [Chittaro 2006].
Still other authors cite input peripherals and device limitations as a
reason why mobile visualisation is less feasible for more challeng-
ing data-sets [Salim et al. 2015].

While there is certainly a strong case for limiting our expectations
of what can be achieved on mobile devices, we feel that this needs
to be balanced by a realistic evaluation of the potential benefits
of mobile device information visualisation and the opportunities to
improve mobile interfaces through inventive and thoughtful design.
While mobile devices, by their very nature, will continue to have
limited display space (although in recent years there has been a
trend toward slightly larger displays) other device limitations such
as limited processing and graphics capabilities are rapidly disap-
pearing. And other useful features such as global positioning, tac-
tile feedback and voice recognition are being added. Moreover, the
natural application domain of mobile devices has expanded from



activities that need to be performed on a mobile device, such as re-
plying to important messages or checking a map, to include things
that can in any way benefit from being done on the move, even if
this means just making slightly better use of our time or occupying
ourselves in what would otherwise be a dull moment. This now in-
cludes things like posting images to social media and even making
purchases online. People are now using increasingly sophisticated
applications on mobile devices and application developers need to
either cater to this trend or find themselves left behind. This un-
doubtedly includes information visualisation developers who need
to leverage new and improved device capabilities to support mobile
visualisation.

There are indeed a number of researchers who recognize the poten-
tial of mobile visualisation and have proposed some useful general
guidelines for their design. These tell us that the interface should
be simple and user should be able to interact more directly with
the data rather than have to operate menus and controls [Lee et al.
2012]. Others suggest that interaction should be fluid and flow
seamlessly between different functions [Roberts et al. 2014]. In this
paper we build on these guidelines by taking a lower-level approach
to consider how specific aspects of information visualisation design
should be implemented on mobile devices. This allows us to draft
a set of guidelines that can be used to either adapt existing informa-
tion visualisation applications for mobile use or begin considering
which techniques to employ in the design of new applications.

2 Design Considerations

We begin our development of a set of draft guidelines for mobile
visualisation interface design by considering issues related to how
some basic interactions can be implemented on mobile devices and
how these influence the display and overall design of the applica-
tion. These are as follows:

1. Inspection: This can be considered as one of the most basic
actions a user can perform on a desktop PC application envi-
ronment. It’s equivalent to hovering the mouse-cursor over an
object or objects with the result of being able to momentar-
ily reveal some relevant details such as the location of a file
or the name of a person tagged in an image. This is a funda-
mental action for most information visualisation applications
and is sometimes known as a hover or a type of data brush
[Hochheiser and Shneiderman 1999].

The closest equivalent to this action on a touch-screen device
is for the user to make contact and move their finger across
the screen. This can, however, be problematic for informa-
tion visualisation as whatever is under the user’s finger will
be hidden. Naturally, this likely to be whatever is being se-
lected since a natural direct-manipulation approach advises
that we make the user press directly onto the object they want
to interact with. Moreover, pressing and moving your finger
is more equivalent to a drag action where, on a desktop com-
puter, a mouse button is pressed while the mouse is moved. If
a movement is made without pressing on the touch-screen it
will not be detected.

2. Selecting an object: This is another fundamental action for
most information visualisation applications [Martin and Ward
1995; Becker and Cleveland 1987]. On a desktop pc this ac-
tion is normally realized by pressing the left mouse button
while the mouse cursor is positioned over the object.

The equivalent action on a touch-screen device is to simply
press on the object. This is however a lot less accurate because
touch-screen devices have no way of sensing the position of
your hand before it presses on the screen, and there is no way

to line-up the cursor to make sure you are pressing in the right
place before making your selection. This problem is exacer-
bated by the small amount of screen space on mobile devices
and the fact that contact is made with the blunt point of our
finger which covers a relatively large area rather than anything
that could be reasonably considered as an actual point.

Another possible equivalent for this type of selection is for
users to move a cursor by pressing and moving their finger,
until they are sure the object they want is selected, then wait
until a timer elapses to confirm the selection. While this al-
lows the user to be more accurate and has the advantage of
allowing selection and inspection type interaction to be real-
ized together on the same interface, it adds an extra step to
each interaction and is unlikely to be conducive to what we
might think of as the fluid style of interaction necessary for
a satisfactory user experience. Another option is to highlight
the selected object and wait for the user to remove their fin-
ger before the selection is confirmed (as is the case with most
virtual keyboards on mobile devices). The problem with this
option is that selecting by releasing your finger is counter-
intuitive. If we really think about it, moving your finger away
from the screen is more like the action to cancel an operation.

3. Selecting an area: This action is realized using a click-and-
drag action on a desktop PC. The equivalent action on a touch-
screen device is to press and drag your finger. This is a rel-
atively simple operation on smaller mobile devices but it can
cause a degree of fatigue if the action is sustained on a larger
device.

4. Moving an object: Moving an object has the same click-and-
drag action on a desktop pc as selecting an area. This also has
a similar action to selecting an area on touch-screen devices
and suffers from the aforementioned problems of fatigue and
inaccuracy.

5. Scrolling: This has the same click-and-drag action as moving
an object. The main difference is that with scrolling the user
moves a background onto which objects, such as list items,
are fixed and movement is normally restricted to being along
either the vertical or horizontal axis. On touchscreens this ac-
tion can be made easier by programming the surface to have
a sort of virtual momentum. That is, if the user presses and
drags to start the surface moving then it continues moving
even after the user has released their finger. Without con-
tact, the surface gradually slows down until its initial momen-
tum is depleted. This kinetic effect can reduce the fatigue
and monotony a user would otherwise experience by scrolling
through a long list. Other advantages of scrolling on mobile
devices are that the user doesn’t have to press on the item of
interest to select it, and accuracy is dependent on the timing
of user actions rather than the positioning of their finger.

This is a good example of a direct manipulation technique that
doesn’t suffer from being implemented on a mobile device.
Indeed, we can even consider that scrolling is more natural on
a mobile device than a PC since a press and drag on the actual
screen, and the object to be moved, is closer to the emulated
physical action of scrolling than holding down a button and
dragging a mouse or winding a mouse wheel. This is most
likely the reason why many of the more popular mobile appli-
cations make use of scrolling or scrolling lists.

6. Entering text: On a desktop PC, text is entered via the key-
board. Most touch-screen device operating systems have a
virtual keyboard but these are less efficient than actual physi-
cal keyboards due to the lack of tactile feedback. We can en-
vision that future devices may use some sort of tactical feed-



back through the touch-screen or speech recognition for tex-
tual input but, as for now, text entry is clumsy and impractical.
Likewise, the use of shortcut-keys or keyboard modifiers (like
shift-select or control-select), which would also rely on key-
board input, is impractical on mobile devices.

This list is useful but it is far from exhaustive. It accounts for only
the most basic user interactions and omits any proper consideration
of the new interaction modalities becoming available on mobile de-
vices. These would include things like interaction with vibrational
tactic feedback, device orientation and other types of sensor input.
The list does however give us a useful insight into the limitations
of mobile touch-screen interaction from which we can begin to for-
mulate a draft set of guidelines for mobile visualisation design.

Perhaps the most significant problem encountered is the inability of
touch screens to easily differentiate between inspection and selec-
tion type actions. Here dragging (with the mouse button pressed) is
normally distinguishable from hovering (without holding the mouse
button) on a desktop PC but there is no equivalent distinction be-
tween these actions for touch-screen devices. Since both these
actions are normally important for information visualisation inter-
faces it’s important for this study to consider another way to imple-
ment these types of selection.

One possible solution is to use a toolbox metaphor where the user
can press buttons in the interface to select different tools that oper-
ate in either inspect or selection mode. The toolbox metaphor has
the additional benefit of being able to include virtual buttons to re-
alize functionality normally associated with keyboard shortcuts and
keyboard modifiers.

Other problems highlighted by our analysis are information being
hidden by the user’s finger and the inaccuracy of selection type ac-
tions. The problem of the user’s finger hiding data can be solved
easily enough by labelling that shows selection details away from
the finger. Inspection details can also persist for a time after the
user lifts their finger. The problem of reduced accuracy on a mobile
device can be resolved by making the targets for selection actions
larger or using selection techniques that do not rely on accuracy
and select multiple objects around the point of selection. Given
these criteria, excentric labelling [Fekete and Plaisant 1999] would
appear to be an ideal technique for mobile visualisation since it al-
lows users to select a group of objects in a larger area and can be
easily modified to shift labels away from the area hidden by the
user’s finger. Space filling layout techniques [Stasko et al. 1999;
Craig and Kennedy 2008] might also be appropriate for mobile de-
vices as they make optimal use of limited screen space and can offer
larger targets for less accurate user selections.

Other aspects of a mobile visualisation depend on how it can best
convey information across a small display space. The basic trade-
off already established is that the quantity of information displayed
is proportional to the amount of available screen-space [Roberts
et al. 2014]. We would argue that one should also factor in the time
we have to interact with and look at the data. Hence, to convey the
same amount of information in a smaller interface we need a more
interactive interface and the user has to spend more time interacting
with the visualisation. If we think of an information visualisation as
consisting of different levels starting with the overview and being
filtered down successive levels to the final detail view, a mobile vi-
sualisation simply has more layers than its large screen counterpart.

This makes the need for fluid interaction even more pressing on
mobile displays. If we have additional interaction steps on a mo-
bile device and these steps are not natural, then by the time a user
navigates from one view to another they may lose something of the
sense of the initial view in the process of the interaction. For exam-
ple, in the process of navigating from an overview to a detail view

the user may lose their comprehension of the overview. This could
also be problematic when comparing elements in different views
or relating between different views that contain the same element.
Both of these operations are relatively simple using juxtaposed co-
ordinated views [Roberts 2007; Craig and Kennedy 2003] but these
have the disadvantage of reducing the screen-space for individual
views and so are largely impractical for smaller mobile displays.
A strategy to partially resolve this problem is to use animation to
smooth the transition between views and carefully plan how users
can navigate between views with the minimum disruption to their
natural interaction with the data.

Configuring the layout of individual views is also important. If we
consider how HTML renderers scale web-pages by keeping certain
elements such as the size of the text fixed and scaling all other el-
ements to fit these restrictions within the limited display space, we
can apply a similar logic to the scaling of information visualisation
interfaces. Items with a fixed minimum size for any given device
are text (which has to be readable) and the target area for selec-
tions. Other variables that need to fit around these are the number
of elements or aggregates displayed on the screen and the amount
of detail. If the information the user wants cannot be displayed on a
given screen they need to be able click on an aggregate to zoom-in
to the visualisation. So, a mobile view will typically have a greater
degree of data aggregation in order to display more elements effec-
tively on a smaller screen, it will also include less detail, and it will
rely more on user interaction with more active exploration of the
data.

Another important consideration for the design of mobile interfaces
should be the physical context in which an interface is likely to be
used. When designing desktop PC interfaces we can presume that
the user is able to operate the mouse and keyboard comfortably with
both hands throughout the duration of their interaction. This isn’t
the case for mobile device usage, where users can be on-board pub-
lic transport, driving, cycling or using their hands for other things
like carrying bags or holding children. This means that users often
have to operate their devices with one hand and interaction can be
sporadic or distracted. The implication for interface design is that
we need to carefully consider the physical context of use and adapt
interfaces appropriately to fit the way a user is likely to use them.
This would mean that certain applications should be designed to
minimize essential interaction or be operable with one hand and
others should be able to communicate information at a glance. Ob-
serving one handed smartphone use showed us that in order to ac-
count for one-handed mobile use we need to cater for users who
tend to operate their phone oriented lengthwise by cradling it in
the palm of their writing hand while tapping the screen or dragging
with their thumb.

3 Mobile Information Design Guidelines

The design considerations relating to the limitations of mobile de-
vices and how we tend to use mobile devices, as described in the
previous section, can be digested and summarized as a draft set of
guidelines for mobile information visualisation interface design as
follows:

1. Be aware of the situations in which the application is likely
to be used and adapt the interface accordingly for spo-
radic, hands-free or one handed use. Sporadic use means
that the screen should efficiently communicate essential in-
formation and interaction should be short. Hands-free means
that the user cannot directly interact with the device and one-
handed interaction has the phone cradled in the palm with tap-
ping and dragging across a smaller area of the screen using the
thumb.



2. Use techniques that make more efficient use of avail-
able screen space or do not require accurate selections.
Techniques such as excentric labelling [Fekete and Plaisant
1999] and space filling layouts [Stasko et al. 1999; Craig and
Kennedy 2008] fulfil this criteria. Interaction is less accurate
on a mobile display so we shouldn’t rely on any degree of
accuracy for the user to select objects.

3. Keep text and selection targets above a constant device-
specific minimum size and scale other elements to fit these
constraints. Text should be readable and the user should be
able to make selections using appropriately sized selection tar-
gets.

4. Don’t display too much information on the screen at the
same time. Data should be aggregated or split over multiple
screens to avoid saturation of the limited screen space. The
user can interact with the interface to view more data over
time with animation used to smooth the transition between
views.

5. Use virtual buttons to switch between different types of
selection. There is no natural equivalent to the differentiation
between an mouse drag and a mouse hover on a touch screen
so it is better to use virtual buttons and the toolbox metaphor
to allow the user to user to choose between different types of
selection. Virtual buttons can also be used as an equivalent for
keyboard shortcuts.

6. Don’t allow important information to be hidden by the
user’s finger during interaction. Information that is revealed
by brushing should be positioned away from the point of con-
tact or remain visible after the user releases their finger.

4 Case Studies

In order to test our guidelines for mobile information visualisation
we developed three prototype applications as case studies. These
were a coordinated map and timeline view for geo-temporal data, a
distorted scatterplot, and a space filling hierarchy view for explor-
ing hierarchical data. Each of these represents a reasonably chal-
lenging data-set from a visualisation perspective with over three
hundred events in the first data set, just under two-hundred points
in the second, and around a hundred nodes in the third. User objec-
tives are to browse the data, explore, gain an overview, find patterns,
look at outliers and detect correlations between variables.

Our coordinated map and timeline view for geo-temporal data (see
figure 1) is adapted from an original desktop application [Craig
et al. 2014]. This clusters events across time and space and al-
lows users to select cluster outlines to drill down into the data. The
mobile version of the application has a reduced number of clusters
and visible labels, and moves the animated map and timeline onto
different screens to save space. The cluster outlines in the map and
timeline are enlarged to provide enough space for inaccurate touch-
screen selections. Selecting clusters to filter and drill-down into
the data allows the user to view more of the data over time. When
clusters are selected in either the map or timeline, the transition to
a new re-clustered view is animated by sliding elements gradually
into their new position as the geographical or temporal focus of the
visualisation is shifted.

Our second case study is a scatterplot for exploring multi-
dimensional or bi-variate data (see figure 2). Here buttons on the
left-hand-side can be used to switch between excentric labelling
[Fekete and Plaisant 1999] and box selection modes or move to the
details view on another screen. Excentric labelling can be used to
label all the elements in a given area with the labels moved away

Figure 1: History-explorer coordinated animated map and timeline
views for geo-temporal event data.

from under the user’s finger. Distortion is based on the distribu-
tion of data about the x and y axes. This can be applied using
the slider on the right-hand-side and makes it easier to view pat-
terns of correlation and select smaller groups of items when out-
liers would normally push the body of the data into a small area
of the plot. Distortion is variable so the user can move between
undistorted and distorted views. While undistorted views are better
for viewing outliers, distorted views improve our view of data with
similar values. As the slider is moved, and the level of distortion
changes, the points gradually move to their new positions so as not
to disorientate the user.

The third case study application allows users to navigate file fold-
ers containing music using an animated space filling hierarchy view
[Craig and Kennedy 2008] (see figure 3). This visualisation prior-
itizes the display of nodes that are considered important for navi-
gation (i.e. the selected node or nodes, selected node children and

Figure 2: Scatter-plot with variable distortion and excentric la-
belling.



Figure 3: Space filling hierarchy view.

selected node ancestors) and uses animation to smooth the transi-
tion between views when the user presses on a node to change their
selection. Unlike a standard tree view, all nodes are visible on the
screen at the same time or at the very least have screen space as-
signed to them so they have a visible ancestor node. If there is
not enough space to provide adequate height to all the nodes under
the selected focus node(s), for either reading or selection, a fisheye
distortion effect is used to magnify the labels closest to a movable
magnifying glass icon. This icon is aligned at the right hand side of
the screen so that the glass can be moved while the mobile device
is held in the user’s hand without obscuring important information
in the display.

The advantages of this display over a standard Microsoft windows
file-explorer style tree view are that more space is given to ancestor
nodes making it easier to navigate up the hierarchy and it is possible
to have two nodes from different parts of the hierarchy selected and
on-screen at the same time to, for example, alternate between music
from different artists or move files between folders.

5 Discussion

Each of our different mobile visualisation interfaces was developed
by accounting for a different subset of the interface design guide-
lines stated in section three. For example, the last application can
be used with a lengthwise layout suitable for one handed use while

the first two applications have a sideways layout. In this case the
benefits of having more horizontal space for text are judged out-
weigh any potential advantage of supporting one-handed use with a
lengthwise layout. As part of a portable music player, the third ap-
plication is more likely to be used on the move in situations where
one hand is busy, so it’s more important to account for one handed
usage.

We can also reflect that, at least in some cases, individual design
guidelines would appear to be in some conflict with each other. For
example, the third interface could possibly be considered to break
our rule of having too much information on the screen at the same
time by showing all the nodes deemed important for navigation. In
this case it is considered that interface will be used sporadically and
that efficient navigation is more important than any reduction in dis-
play saturation that might be achieved by moving the information
onto different screens.

This tailoring of design decisions and balancing of design guide-
lines reflects the essential nature of interface design as something
of an art as well as a science. This is guided in equal part by theory,
experience and user feedback. Nonetheless design guidelines form
an important part in this equation and the guidelines developed in
this paper were found to be a useful tool in the formulation of inter-
face design, serving as both inspiration for and validation of design
decisions. None of the rules set out were, or should be, broken or
bent, without carefully consideration and the application of solid
reasoning.

6 Conclusion

We have drafted a set of guidelines for the design of mobile in-
formation visualisation applications through an analysis of differ-
ent forms of interaction and device limitations. We applied these
guidelines to the design of three case study applications. These
applications use visualisation techniques that can be applied with
inaccurate touch-screen selection and, crucially, make the display
more interactive to allow the user to view more of the data over
time without saturating the limited display space. The additional
cognitive load of having to interact more with the data and having
less of the data shown at any one time is reduced by using anima-
tion to smooth the transition between successive views. These early
results suggest that information visualisation on mobile devices can
be more capable than we previously imagined and that interaction
and animation will be a key part of the implementation of effective
information visualisation interfaces for more challenging data-sets
and more demanding user requirements.
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